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Markel Corporation
Underwriting Discipline and Holding Company Liquidity Help
Offset High Product Risk

Markel Corporation's (Markel, Baa2 senior debt) acquisition of Alterra Capital Holdings
Limited (Alterra) three years ago increased the company's scale and diversification
substantially, but also added product lines, such as reinsurance and property catastrophe,
that are inherently riskier. So far, the acquisition has benefitted Markel, since the insurer's
strengths – good cycle management, capitalization and liquidity management – have offset
the added volatility in these new product lines. We expect positive trends in premium growth
despite challenging market conditions in certain lines.

Premium Growth Reflects Acquisitions and Good Cycle Management: Markel
has grown premiums (7% CAGR) through acquisitions, by hiring teams of experienced
underwriters, and through organic growth, generally managing the insurance pricing cycle
well. Acquisitions in the P&C industry tend to be risky, but Markel's good underwriting track
record points to a well-managed integration and better underwriting performance relative
to the industry. We expect that Markel will continue to maintain underwriting discipline as
the pricing environment shifts, reducing business in markets where pricing no longer provides
adequate returns for risk.

Good Capitalization and Conservative Reserves Help Offset High Product Risk:
The company maintains significant product risk, which was increased by its acquisition of
Alterra, in particular, its specialty and E&S focus, high limits profile, concentration in long-
tail casualty, and catastrophe exposure. However, Markel maintains good risk-adjusted
capitalization at its operating subsidiaries, supported by a conservative reserve position. The
company has reported significantly higher favorable reserve development over the past five
years compared to similarly rated peers.

Strong Liquidity Supports Financial Flexibility, Markel Ventures Adds Unregulated
Cash Flows:

The company maintains strong liquidity with $1.8 billion at the parent company as of 30
June 2016, which is significant relative to $2.6 billion of long-term debt and helps offset
potential capital volatility. Markel's liquidity is available to support organic growth initiatives
at its operating subsidiaries, complete acquisitions, and to a lesser extent share repurchases.
Markel Ventures is a holding company that owns interests in various non-insurance
operations, mainly industrial and service companies. Although the amount of earnings is still
relatively small, these operations will likely provide more substantial unregulated cash flows
to the parent company over time.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1035601
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Premium Growth Reflects Acquisitions and Good Cycle Management
Markel is an insurance company that underwrites a variety of niche insurance and reinsurance businesses both in the US and
internationally. The company has grown over time through acquisitions - notably the $3.3 billion acquisition of Alterra in 2013 - by
hiring teams of experienced underwriters, and through organic growth, with a CAGR of about 7% between 2006 and 2016 (Exhibit
1). The group offers products through three core segments: US Insurance, which accounts for 54% of 2015 direct written premiums,
International Insurance (25%), and Reinsurance (21%). Markel's brand is well recognized as the sixth largest US excess and surplus
(E&S) carrier and the 15th largest Lloyd's of London presence through Markel Syndicate 3000. The company is also geographically
diversified, with 76% of gross written premiums emanating from the US, 9% from the UK, 2% from Canada and 13% from other
countries.

Markel offers many products across multiple underwriting platforms in various geographic regions, which provides diversification
benefits as business cycles and market conditions vary, helping dampen the impact of industry cyclicality. The company also benefits
from its ability to act as a lead underwriter in some areas such as certain syndicated markets at Lloyd's and pockets of US E&S markets,
with the ability to set pricing as well as terms and conditions.

At the same time, the company has maintained strong underwriting discipline with a 10-year average combined ratio of 94.6% (global
GAAP basis) compared to 99.9% for the US P&C industry (US SAP) and 91.1% for selected peers. We expect that Markel will continue
to manage its products with its historical underwriting discipline and willingness to reduce business in markets where pricing no longer
provides adequate compensation for risk.

Exhibit 1

Strong Growth in Gross Written Premiums...
Exhibit 2

...While Maintaining Good Combined Ratios

Source: Company Reports Peers include ACGL, AFG, AHL, AWH, AXS, and WRB. Combined ratio for P&C Industry is
statutory. See peer group on page 6.
Source: Company Reports and SNL Financial LC. Contains copyrighted and trade secret
materials distributed under license from SNL, for recipient’s internal use only.

The expense ratio for Markel historically has been higher than the industry and some peers, driven by various infrastructure initiatives
and higher commission payments to wholesalers. Markel’s expense ratio was about 38% in 2015, compared to 28% for the US P&C
industry. Going forward, we expect Markel's expense ratio to improve due to greater economies of scale and expense efficiencies.

Strong Capitalization Metrics Relative to Peers, Offset by High Product Risk
Markel's gross underwriting leverage was about 2.0x as of year-end 2015, which is stronger than similarly rated peers’ average of 3.2x
(Exhibit 3). We view Markel's reserves as conservatively positioned. The company has experienced significantly higher favorable reserve
development than similarly rated peers with a five year average of 7.5% compared to 1% for the peer group. However, Markel’s metrics
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and those of its peers do not address significant product risk. Markel's operating earnings are subject to volatility given its specialty and
E&S focus, high limit business lines (e.g., property reinsurance, primary property insurance written through Lloyds, and large account
casualty), its concentration in long-tail casualty lines of business, and its significant catastrophe exposure (which is partially managed
through reinsurance protection, control over policy limits exposure, and strict price requirements). In addition, gross underwriting
leverage does not reflect business risk from Markel Ventures, which adds revenues, potential earnings volatility, and balance sheet risks
but not gross written premiums or reserves.

Although the company has maintained strong combined ratios for many years, the company’s five-year average return on capital
(ROC) of 4.2% is about half of similarly rated peers' ROC, reflecting Markel’s high capitalization metrics, including conservative
reserves, and Markel Ventures’ lower profitability.

Exhibit 3

Strong Capitalization Metric Relative to Peers

Peers include ACGL, AFG, AHL, AWH, AXS, and WRB.
Source: Moody’s Investors Service, Company Reports, and SNL Financial LC. Contains copyrighted and trade secret materials distributed under license from SNL, for recipient’s internal use only.

Strong Liquidity Supports Financial Flexibility, Markel Ventures Adds Unregulated Cash Flows
Markel has reported significant growth in shareholders' equity, with a CAGR of 13.2% between 2006 and 30 June 2016 (Exhibit 4). The
growth in shareholders’ equity also reflects Markel’s 2013 issuance of $2.3 billion of equity to help pay for the acquisition of Alterra
Capital Holdings, Ltd, a Bermuda-based specialty insurer and reinsurer (CAGR of 9.8% excluding the equity issuance).

Exhibit 4

Strong Holding Company Liquidity, Growth in Shareholders' Equity

Source: Company Reports
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As of 30 June 2016, cash and invested assets held at the parent company totaled $1.8 billion, which is significant relative to the
company’s $2.6 billion of long-term debt and helps offset potential capital volatility. In addition, Markel's unrealized investment gain
position has increased significantly in recent years, totaling $1.8 billion as of 30 June 2016 (about 21% of shareholders' equity), a level
that is significantly higher than peers. Markel's holding company liquidity is also available to support growth initiatives at its operating
subsidiaries, complete acquisitions, and conduct capital management activity including repurchasing shares.

While the company has maintained reasonably good profitability in recent years, it does not pay a stockholder dividend and has kept
share repurchases low relative to peers, averaging about 11% of net income between 2011 and 2015 (Exhibit 5). We view this approach
as strengthening the company's financial flexibility.

Exhibit 5

Markel's Share Repurchases and Dividends as a Percent of Shareholders' Equity are Lower Than Peers

Source: Company Reports

For 2016, Markel has approximately $845.5 million in unencumbered dividend capacity available from its US insurance subsidiaries
and Markel Bermuda. Markel Ventures investments are held outside of the insurance operating subsidiaries and, therefore, generate
unregulated cash flows to the parent. Although the amount of earnings is still relatively small, these operations will likely provide more
cash flows to the parent company over time.

Significant acquisition-related growth at Markel Ventures, EBITDA improves. Markel has expanded its equity investments in
non-insurance private companies through Markel Ventures since about 2005. Revenues and net earnings from Markel Ventures were
$1.0 billion and $11 million, respectively, for 2015, representing about 19% of consolidated revenues but only 2% of net earnings, with
significant revenue growth over time (Exhibit 6). However, earnings improved for the 12 months ending 30 June 2016 as the segment
reported revenues of over $1.1 billion and net income of about $39 million, resulting in a 3.4% net profit margin.Markel Venture's
EBITDA has also displayed strong growth over time, growing 52% over the last four years, while the segment maintains a moderate
degree of leverage at about 3.5x debt-to-EBITDA at 31 December 2015 (Exhibit 7). For the trailing twelve months ended 30 June 2016,
the segment reported EBITDA of approximately $136.5 million.

About 72% of Markel Ventures’ revenue emanates from various industrial and transportation manufacturing businesses, including
bakery and other food industrial equipment, automobile transportation equipment, portable dredges, wood flooring, furniture, and gas
transportation and storage equipment. The remaining 28% is primarily in service businesses, including healthcare, housing, data and
consulting services, and real estate.

Although Markel Ventures provides revenue diversification for Markel outside of the company’s core insurance operations, we consider
its support of Markel’s corporate debt to be somewhat limited given its small net income relative to insurance. We also believe that
Markel Ventures contributes to Markel's asset quality risk given that the investments act as private equity investments. Further, about
$217 million of the Markel Ventures’ subsidiaries’ debt is owned by Markel’s insurance operations, and Markel Ventures contributed
$254 million of goodwill to the company's balance sheet at 31 December 2015. That said, Market Ventures maintains a manageable
debt-to-EBITDA ratio, and we expect the earnings and cash flows from Markel Ventures will support its own debt service.
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Exhibit 6

Markel Ventures' Revenue Growth Continues, Net Profit Margins
Improve

Exhibit 7

Solid EBITDA Growth, Moderate Levels of Financial Leverage at
Markel Ventures

Source: Company Reports Source: Company Reports

We expect that Markel Ventures will continue to grow over time through additional acquisitions, and that profitability will improve as
businesses mature.
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Peer Group:

» Allied World Assurance Company Holdings, AG

» American Financial Group, Inc.

» Arch Capital Group, Ltd.

» Aspen Insurance Holdings Limited

» AXIS Capital Holdings Limited

» W.R. Berkley Corporation
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